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DON’T FORGET THE BASICS 
When taking in all of this document, learning it and then implementing it into the real-world day
to day operations of your bars it will be really difficult to remember the basic things that go
into making your bar a killer place to be. its always a good idea when it is all getting bit
complex on shift, take a walk outside to take a deep breath (maybe even have a cigarette if
that is your thing). but walk back inside your business and try to find five things that are out of
place or not right, remembering to try and experience the following as if you are a customer
walking in for the first time.

lighting (including the outside lights & signage)

music

temperature

atmosphere

cleanliness



UNDERSTAND OUR 
CHAOS CONTROL POLICY. 
If you haven’t read about our chaos control procedures they can be found here. everyone should be aware of
how to handle challenging situations in your bars but if not this guide is here to help, most importantly this
document reminds you that your ops team are here to help and it is never a bad time to give us a call to ask for
advice.

On top of this it should make clear to you that when making decisions in your business we like you to make
those decisions with the following order of priority. when everything is important this list should help you
prioritise both in day-to-day decision making but most importantly in a crisis.

WHEN EVERYTHING IS IMPORTANT, 
SOMETHINGS ARE MORE IMPORTANT THAN OTHERS! 

TEAM / CUSTOMER SAFETY 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

BRAND PROTECTION
OPERATIONAL RULES AND GUIDELINES

FINANCIAL RULES, IMPACT AND STOCK GUIDELINES

https://cloud.brewdog.com/s/oAzrAtxnT3jRqT9


OUR COVID SAFETY STRATEGY.
1. CREW SAFETY
Our number 1 priority is the safety of our teams, as we return to service. 

2. CUSTOMER SAFETY
In the new hospitality climate, customer safety is going to play a huge part in 
the success of any business, & we want to lead the way.

3. OPERATIONAL PLAN 
A solid and robust operating plan, which adapts and flexes in line with 
guidelines and customer expectations. This is our most important tool in 
delivering an amazing guest experience, whilst ensuring our crew and 
customers safety.



COVID SECURE 
CERTIFICATION. 

We have been working closely with food alert to 
secure Covid-19 Safe Standard Certification of 
Compliance for each of our bars. 

Food alert audits each site to assess our 
implemented strategy plan, and the physical steps 
required to be a Covid-safe business.

Each site has a bespoke risk assessment, with 
training delivered to the full team.

COVID-19 Secure: Standard
Certificate of Compliance

Food Alert Limited
247-249 Cromwell Road

London SW5 9GA
+44 (0)2 7244 1900

enquiries@foodalert.com

Food Alert Limited hereby certifies that the above operation
met the requirements of the 'Food Alert COVID-19 Secure
Standard' when audited.

Certificate no.: 0001

Awarded to: Brewdog - Outpost
 
144 Oxford Road, Manchester M13 9GP

Date issued: 20th May 2020

Signed:

Position:

Date:

________________________________

Operations Director

20th May 2020

Note: The 'Food Alert COVID-19 Secure Standard' represents best practice at the time of audit and
does not guarantee ongoing compliance with Government requirements



WITHOUT US, 
WE ARE NOTHING.
Our plan is to ensure that every workplace is a safe
and secure environment for our teams.

From getting to and from work, carrying out work
tasks, dealing with customers and beyond. This plan is
here to guide you through all elements of working
practices.

On to top of this, each bar has its own unique set of
operational challenges, which will be assessed and
managed on a site by site basis via risk assessments.



TRAINING. 
Before coming back to full service, all crew must 
complete the ‘Ready to Serve’ learning programme. 

This has been designed to help the sector reopen for 
trade, when the COVID-19 lockdown restrictions start 
to ease in the UK.

The short course is designed for people in the 
hospitality industry. 

It contains a number of practical operational 
considerations, to help get teams up to speed quickly 
and efficiently.
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TRAVEL TO & FROM WORK. 
Work clothing should be machine washed after every shift, or 
before the next shift.

Staggered shift patterns are recommended to allow for safer and 
more efficient shift starts

We recommend, where possible, travelling to and from work by 
foot, bike or your own car. Avoiding public transport if you can.

CYCLE TO WORK SCHEME

As part of our safety plan, we are introducing a new Cycle to 
Work scheme in conjunction with Halfords.

All staff are eligible to apply for the scheme, from your first day 
back at work.

Go to Crew Treats for more information.

For Crew Treats login enquiries, please email 
people@brewdog.com.



POSITIVE ENTRY.
Our new positive entry process is designed to make sure that everyone arriving at work
is assessed and given the green light to start their shift. Everyone will be asked to
complete an app-based health questionnaire based on how they have been feeling
during the last 24 hours. The app will advise what steps should be taken, based on
responses given.

The shift manager will carry out the questionnaire with each member of the team.

Data will not be held locally on the device and will be auto-deleted every 14 days.
If positive entry is failed, crew will be advised to go home and take a test. Tests are not 
compulsory but advised. 
If no test is taken, staff must not come to work for 7 days. If the test result is negative, 
staff can return to work.
If the test is positive, staff must follow the instructions given with the test results.
During periods of isolation, statutory sick pay applies.



SYMPTOMS.
List of symptoms in line with government guidelines

High temperature

this means you feel hot to touch on your chest or back, (you do not need to measure 
your temperature).

New, continuous cough 
this means coughing a lot for more than an hour, or 3 or more coughing episodes in 24 
hours (if you usually have a cough, it may be worse than usual).

Loss or change to your sense of smell or taste

this means you've noticed you cannot smell or taste anything, or things smell or taste 
different to normal.



LATERAL FLOW TESTS

Lateral flow tests are available for all crew members.

We recommend that our teams take a lateral flow test regularly. These 
should be done at home, at least 30 mins before leaving for work.

Please speak to your General Manager who can issue you with tests to 
take home.



CUSTOMERS SHOWING SYMPTOMS.
HOW TO DEAL WITH CUSTOMERS SHOWING SYMPTOMS

At the door
Any customers showing symptoms as they come in must not be let into the premises. This will be
a really tough conversation and potentially confrontational. It’s important we explain that we are
being extremely conscious to protect our staff and customers in a polite and compassionate way.

Within the premises
It is much harder to have the conversation once the customer is in the premises, so it’s super
important that the conversation is carried out by the shift manager.

Where this issue arises and the customer is enjoying or waiting on beer or food, we should offer
to cover the cost of their order.



CHANGES IN 
OPERATING & BRAND 
STANDARDS. 

Caddies
set up contains:

Sauces (Pizza sites replace with Oils)

Salt & Pepper grinders

Food & Drink Menus

Napkins

Sauces / Oils, salt & Pepper grinders and drink 
menus should be cleaned after each customer



CHANGES IN 
OPERATING & BRAND 
STANDARDS. 
Cutlery 

Individually, rather than communally provided to 
customers when food is ordered.  

Each customer should be given a napkin with knife & 
fork placed on top. 

These should be taken to the table using a metal food 
tray,  not a drinks tray. 

Growlers and flowers on tables

These will remain on tables and cleaned in between 
customers.



CHANGES IN OPERATING & BRAND 
STANDARDS. 

Candles
These will remain on tables and are to be cleaned in between customer sittings. Tt is 
important we do not lose atmosphere in our bars, candles are a key aspect of our 
atmosphere plan. 

Growler Fills
We will accept growler fills from customers with vessels brought from home however, 
special attention needs to be taken when filling this device. 

1. Immediately sanitise the exterior of the bottle with spray and a cloth

2. Place in the dish washer or use santiser and warm water to wash and then rinse prior 
to filling. 



CHANGES IN 
OPERATING & BRAND 
STANDARDS. 
MERCH
All merch should now be display only, and not 
accessible for customers to try on. 
Fresh merch should be used to sell to customers 
with display items not sold.



CHANGES IN 
OPERATING & BRAND 
STANDARDS. 

ARCADE & PINBALL 

These will be available as usual and apply to the 15-
minute cleaning process.

SHUFFLE BOARD/POOL/PING PONG

These will be available as usual and apply to the 15-
minute cleaning process.



CHANGES IN OPERATING & BRAND 
STANDARDS. 
PASSPORTS
We will still accept the BrewDog passport. 

Customers should be asked to place the passport open at the correct page on the table, and crew stamp the 
passport without touching it.

EFPs
EFP cards to be used as normal during this period.  Ensure hands are sanitised after. 

EFP birthday pints will be honoured for 2 weeks after bars reopen for any missed during closure.

BrewBucks
Still being accepted, please wash hands after handling 

DOGS
Dogs should kept on a short lead at all times. 

Unfortunately, no petting of other people’s dogs is allowed in case of spreading infection. 

Any customers with dogs should be briefed as they come into the bar. 



CHANGES IN OPERATING & BRAND 
STANDARDS. 
STAFF MEALS 
Staff meals will be served as normal. 

GMs will advise on seating arrangements on a site by site basis.

STAFF DRINKS 
Staff drinks will be offered as an option take away, in the form of either a crowler or a 
can of any BrewDog beer from headliner, amplified, tuned, seasonal or cider categories. 

Staff drinks to stay in are allowed if there is space to do so, and distancing is followed.

SMOKING BREAKS 
Our normal rules apply - When leaving the building for smoke breaks, outer clothing 
such as a jacket or jumper must be worn, on re entering the building ensure hands are 
washed. 



CHANGES IN OPERATING & BRAND 
STANDARDS. 

Beer Schools in England:

Although there are no restrictions 
on groups in England, we will cap 
our beer schools at groups of 8 
people for the safety of our team.



KITCHEN SERVICE 
STEPS. 
SAFE DISTANCING ON THE LINE
Designated sections should be used to avoid contact in the kitchen. 

DISH CLEANING 
It’s important to limit the amount of people cleaning dishes during one 
shift, so this should be assigned to one person on each shift where 
possible.

LEAVING THE KITCHEN 
To avoid any contamination, kitchen crew should avoid going front of 
house or outside with clothing exposed which is used in the kitchen.

ONE WAY SYSTEM
Where possible we will implement a one way system 

The food team will advice where necessary 



DELIVERY & COLLECTION. 
Delivery and collection has become a much bigger part of our business
and we foresee that this will continue. Below are a few updated service
steps on how to deal with these transactions.

• When drivers approach to pick up orders, the designated host takes the
order number and brings the order to the door. Drivers should wait on
the other side of the door to the queue at a safe distance from
customers.
• Customers arriving for collection should be let into the bar and guided

to a dedicated waiting area at the bar, away from seated guests.
• If you are busy for customer collection, it may be advised to have a

separate queue.



PINTS TO GO.
Pints To Go will continue to be part of our 
offering.

Customers can order their takeaway pints 
at the bar.

Sites where PTG has formed a large part 
of their operation, continue with your PTG 
set up at peak times.

As before, all alcohol served for takeaway 
must have a lid.



PAYMENTS. 
We will not accept any cash payments during this period. 
Payments must be made via:

• Contactless payment via phone or card 

• Chip and pin (machine must be sanitised after each 
use)

• BrewDog Now 

Where signature is required on card payments, we will 
accept the payment without the need for the customer to 
sign, unless they have their own pen.

Petty cash payments will now be done via a bar credit 
card, which will managed by the General Manager.

TipJar is being provided as a service to collect tips for 
bar staff, please see your manager for more details 



Customers can now order at the bar and
stand and drink across the UK.

We understand that this is a big step back
to normality. This, is why we have taken
some extra steps to ensure our team are
safe and feel as comfortable as possible.

BAR SERVICE HAS RETURNED



SCREENS
Screens are being installed at the bar to further protect our staff from 
customers who have chosen not to wear masks.
Customers should only be serves at areas of the bar with clear screens.



Customers should only be served at 
the areas of the bar where there are 
protective screens in place.

SCREENS



FACE MASKS
In England, masks are now optional for customers and 
staff.  Customers are no longer required to wear masks in 
our bars, if they choose not to.

On our crew mask policy, we decided to make this a 
democratic decision and put a vote to our team to decide.

The result is that it is optional, but encouraged, for our 
crew members to wear a mask.

Disposable Gloves are optional. Gloves should be sanitised 
between tasks, just like your hands using the hand 
sanitising guidelines.

Visors can be provided for those who cannot wear a mask.

We will continually assess our PPE Strategy in line with 
government guidelines, crew and customer feedback.



ARRIVAL INFORMATION
Customers will be given a flyer upon entry which indicates our in-house guidelines.  
This should avoid any uncertainty and ensure customers follow our ‘rules’, which 
may differ to other venues.



SIGNAGE.
This signage is designed to help both customers and our team, and 
therefore should remain displayed:
Sanitiser stations
Hand washing in bathrooms
Wait to be seated
Track and trace
Card payments only

As customers are more familiar with the guidelines, the following signage is 
to be removed:
Entrance & exit signs
Hello we’ve missed you
Bar queue floor graphics
Drink together stay apart wall & floor signs
Social distancing in bathrooms



TABLE SERVICE

Our approach to table service will remain the same.

Hosts will greet customers at the door and take them to an 
available table. 

If a customer is looking to just go to the bar for a drink, the 
host can let them proceed to the bar if we are not at our 
agreed capacity.



STANDING DRINKERS

To avoid overcrowding in our bars and to ensure our staff are safe, we 
will not be returning to our full capacity from 19th July, this will instead be 
phased in (see next slide).

Our host will monitor the number of people standing drinking.

Customers will not be able to sit and drink at the bar on 19th July, this will 
be reviewed in the coming weeks. 



During the covid 19 crisis our bar capacity has been equal to that of the number of seats we have, as
restrictions are removed this technically allows us to return to our full licensed capacity. The following is
a plan to gradually return to normal and provide a safer return to normal bar service in our venues.

Seating Capacity.          +           Standing Capacity        =  Total Capacity 
Stays the same  Apply temporary 

restrictions for first 14 days

Week 1 100% 25%

Week 2 100% 50%

Weeks 3-6 100% Reviewed after week 2

Week 1 Full seated capacity 225 (same as current) 25% standing capacity = 49 

Week 2 Full seated capacity 225 50% standing capacity = 98

Example: Tower Hill (total capacity = 420)

MANAGING CAPACITY



DEALING WITH DIFFICULT CUSTOMERS
Everyone will respond to the easing of restrictions differently, with some
customers being more cautious than others. In the rare event that you may
encounter a customer who is challenging and may have a different stance on
the guidelines than us, we have put in place the following measures:

• Covid Conflict Resolution Training (being held via zoom, sign up via Yapster)
• Flyers detailing our policy on arrival given to all customers.
• A warning card which can be handed out discreetly to groups by the

manager on duty to inform them that they are making our team feel unsafe.



A TINY REMINDER
If customers become a bit rowdy and are making our team or other customers feel 
unsafe, the manager on duty can issue a ‘Tiny Reminder’ card to let the customers know 
that they must respect our guidelines if they wish to remain in the venue. 



LET’S DO THIS. TOGETHER.
There is a lot of information to take in, and there will certainly be more to come once guidelines
are issued.

The important thing to remember is that these measures are designed to help get you through
the process of getting back to work and opening in a safe and compliant way.

The plan has a big focus on crew and customer safety, through regular risk assessments and a
solid operating plan, which ensures both safety and an awesome customer experience.

It is totally normal to feel uneasy about coming back to work, with both the changes in processes
and the risk involved with the pandemic.

Our experience so far has shown that this does get a lot easier once the measures and new
normal become more familiar.

Check out the Covid-19 Playbook Yapster channel for the most up to date information.

We have the BrewDog Employee Assistance programme which is available 24 hours a day on
0800 107 6147



THANK YOU!


